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VISION BASIC

The Altech Vision Basic is a unique, freestanding soapstone

wood-burning stove from the popular Vision series by

Altech. This series is known for its authenticity, robustness

and user-friendliness. The basic model of the Vision

combines the modern technology of Altech with a stylish,

traditional appearance.

Aansluiting Pijp / Raccordement conduit: Top and rear

Breedte / Largeur: 69

Diepte / Profondeur: 66

Gewicht / Poids: 220

Hoogte / Hauteur: 71

Pijp Diameter / Diamètre conduit: 150

Rendement : 78
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PRODUCT BESCHRIJVING

This Vision Basic features a firewood door on the side, making it even easier to top up the stove. In the past, most wood-burning stoves

had a firewood door on the side, too. Thanks to innovative techniques, this is no longer a must. However, many people still prefer to

have one.

The Altech Vision is a true powerhouse. The Vision Basic can quickly heat up rooms and provides a wealth of atmosphere thanks to its

large window, which offers a lovely view of the flames dancing inside. The sound and solid look of the Vision is not unique to Altech.

Ever since its founding, this company has offered nothing less than quality. The Vision Basic is one of the first stove models Altech

released, and it is still highly popular.

The Vision is available in different varieties

The Vision series consists of 2 different models. All models have the same base, but feature different details in their appearance. That's

because the Altech Vision Basic is also available with an optional oven (Vision Cook).

The Vision is available in natural soapstone with anthracite cast iron or in uniform black soapstone with black cast iron.

Curious about the Altech Vision Basic soapstone wood-burning stove?

Experience the delightful heat and take a look at this stove in the showroom of one of our dealers.


